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The more experienced you become in cutting the

utmosphor "from the air {around you. the more you will be able

to dietinguioh the following thing which in essentially lu-

“uporton’t. When you begin no not and epoolz and nova in tho

utmoophere. you sometime 10:10 it bocnuno‘ your eating and

speaking beconoo stronger than the nonoophere. Then you go

on speaking a. certain contonfi. or owing in a. certain noy.

simply imitating and copying the too). atmosphere. Sometimes

the atmoophere loado you. but sometime you try to cubotituto

the real atmosphere with words and novononto. etc.

This ”is a question of experience in being able to

distinguish between the two. but you must know the dungor now.

many actors mm with the substitution rather than the omoo~

photo. This mnouo smile on the stage means the substitution

of the real gaiety, and it kills the poueibility of getting

the real thing. Sometimes the speaking ovomhgiilnogl you today.

rather than the emoophero. In such cases during the close

you must immediately imagine the air: filled with the atmosphere

you need. Thie dooirc to bo expert in creating the atmosphere

rather than the substitute will come when you have had more

experience. If you learn to uoe thin mane. you will be able

to fill the largest theatre with your power and oxpressivenooo.

and you will not need to ohout.

We must learn to combine things, otherwise we will
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almyu stand on the same spot. :1' you are given the rhythmi—

cal gesture. for instancq. it done n01: man that it unnihilntou

what has gone before. iiqu must take the new suggestions and

.,4__Mcvonb5no than with the film.

SPEECH!

Spéoah 10 {mo moot anorflnt part of our profonalon.

but canons?) you have n6 magnet for your mm'lnngua'go which

in vary offcflfiivo to no. a. foreigner. mu} do you crcuitg those

half-words - 111:0 firms ‘or logo hanging ufiout. butvnot foul

bqingu fully formed? It in offcnnivo and ropollont - you soon

to despise your cm language.


